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Abstract—In many situations, the distributed constraint satisfaction problem provides a useful way to model real-world
problems and apply agent-based solutions. However, more often
than not, the problems that we wish to model change over
time, and as such map better to dynamic DCSP’s than to static
instances. Until recently, algorithms to solve dynamic DCSP’s
(DynDCSP) have been developed and evaluated purely on the
basis of empirical testing, and environmental rates of change
have only been addressed in an ad-hoc manner.
In this study, we leverage a recent theoretical thermodynamic
model for DynDCSP’s to generate performance predictions that
guide parameter choice in the Distributed Stochastic Algorithm
(DSA) automatically. The technique is applicable to any algorithm, and allows it to adjust its parameters according to observed environmental characteristics with the goal of maximizing
its solution quality over time. We examine the effectiveness of
using predicted parameter values from static experimentation to
choose appropriate parameters in dynamic scenarios, and consider the impact of different modes of environmental estimation
on effective parameter choice.
Keywords—Problem-Solving in Dynamic Environments; Learning and Self-Adaptation in Multi-Agent Systems; Distributed Intelligence

I.

a recent text, Mailler and Zheng developed a mapping of
the DynDCSP instances to a thermodynamic model from
statistical mechanics [4]; then, Ridgway and Mailler leveraged
these results to create theoretical analyses of both DSA and
DBA which characterize their performance in terms of their
convergence rate and convergence point [5]. Theoretically,
these analyses allow static DCSP experiments to be leveraged
to predict algorithm performance in dynamic instances. Our
new work assesses this claim by examining a self-adaptive
version of DSA which makes an assessment of its environment,
and leverages past information from static testing to choose
a parameter setting that should maximize solution quality,
according to these dynamic predictions from static data.
We begin in Section II by reviewing existing DynDCSP
definitions commonly used in literature. In Section III, we discuss the traditional DSA algorithm, and the effect of parameter
value choice on solution quality in static settings. In Section
IV, we leverage our information to derive useful dynamic
information concerning DSA, then proceed in Section V to
carry out extensive experimentation to evaluate our adaptive
methodologies. Finally, we conclude with Section VI, where
we consider the impact of agents’ environment estimates on
the effectiveness of the adaptive technique.

I NTRODUCTION

The distributed constraint satisfaction problem (DCSP) is a
well-known problem in multi-agent systems which can be used
to address a wide array of real-world application problems.
However, it often happens that in the real world, the problems
that we face are not fixed in a single configuration; thus, an alternate version of the problem, the dynamic DCSP (DynDCSP
in literature) was created to model changing situations. One
well-known DynDCSP formulation was initially developed
by Dechter and Dechter [1], which required problem-solvers
to restart to account for problem changes. According to the
version more recently developed by Mailler [2], changes in
the problem environment can be modeled simply in terms of
constraint changes to the CSP over time, and DynDCSP algorithms should be structured to solve these changing problems
continuously. We make use of this latter model in this work.
Perhaps the single best-known algorithm for the DynDCSP is the Distributed Stochastic Algorithm (DSA) [3]; its
simplicity and effectiveness make it a remarkably versatile
protocol for many different situations. However, until recently,
there has been no comprehensive consideration of how DSA’s
value-change frequency parameter p should best be set. In

II.

DYN DCSP T ERMINOLOGY

In multi-agent systems, DCSP’s are typically described by
the vector P =< V, A, D, C >, with each of the following:
•

V is a set of n variables: V = {v1 , . . . , vn }.

•

A is a set of g agents: A = {a1 , . . . , ag }.

•

D is a set of discrete, finite domains for each variable:
D = {D1 , . . . , Dn }.

•

C is a set of constraints C = {c1 , . . . , cm }, where
each ci (di,1 , . . . , di,j ) is a function ci : Di,1 × · · · ×
Di,j → {true, f alse}. That is, a constraint is considered true if its variables’ values satisfy the constraint.

Our goal in solving the problem is to seek a solution S ∗ =
{d1 , . . . , dn |di ∈ Di } such that no constraint is violated, or
else to find that no such solution exists. Each agent ai manages
at least one variable, and seeks to solve its own portion of the
problem space by satisfying each of its variables’ constraints.
By coordinating to solve their constraints, agents work together
to find global problem solutions. Note that because it is not

challenging to transform n-ary constraints to binary (see [6]),
we worked solely in terms of binary constraints for the research
in this paper.

•

Given these, change in energy in a DynDCSP instance can be modeled by Newton’s cooling law:
rate∗t
EQ = Cτ − be− C . Here, b is a problem-specific
constant, while t is time, and rate is the rate of
constraint-change at time t. More specifically, the
changes counted by rate are measured in terms of
constraint replacements, where one constraint is added
and another is removed.

•

The cooling equation gives another function which can
be used to fit an distributed protocol’s performance
profile over time:

Also common to DynDCSP studies are the following
additional variables [7]:
•

ρ is the density of a problem, which represents the
percent of possible constraints that are actually present
in a given problem instance. Accordingly, for N variables, we know that N (N2−1) constraints are possible,
and as such the number of constraints in a problem
will be C = ρ N (N2−1) .

•

τ is the average tightness of constraints in a problem.
This determines how hard it is to satisfy a typical constraint, in terms of the percentage of that constraint’s
configurations which evaluate to f alse.

•

The expected number of initially-violated constraints
is thus Cτ = ρτ N (N2−1) .

•

The degree of a problem is the average degree (i.e.,
C
= ρ N 2−1 .
number of constraints) of its variables, or N
Degree is typically a more important measure than
density in determining problem difficulty.

Finally, Mailler gives his formalism for DynDCSP’s as
follows [2]:
•

There exists a dynamics function ∆ : Pt 7→ Pt+1

•

∆ produces a sequence of individual DCSP’s: P =
{P0 , P1 , · · · , P∞ }

•

From this, we can characterize the rate of change as
t+∆t
P
Pt+∆t −Pt
1
dP
= ∆t
(| fia | + | fir |)
dt = lim∆t→0
∆t
i=t

This ∆ function adds and removes constraints over time,
where at each step fia is the set of added constraints and
fir is those removed. Depending on the rate of change in
the problem, then, there will not always be sufficient time
for a single problem configuration Pi to be solved before it
changes. As such, our goal must be to maximize the number
of satisfied constraints at each step, rather than necessarily to
determine complete solutions or their impossibility. Also, it is
worth noting that if these sets are imbalanced (i.e. at some
point |fia | 6= |fir |), or the tightness of the constraints in these
sets changes, then the problem can also change in difficulty.
Such difficulty changes have been referred to as second-order
dynamics [5], but we do not address them here.
Finally, Mailler’s mapping of DynDCSP’s to statistical
mechanics [4] provides us with the following:
•

Each variable corresponds to a particle, and constraints
are equivalent to the interactions between particles.

•

The quality of a solution, measured by the number of
unsatisfied constraints, is represented by the energy of
the system, E.

•

The entropy of a solution, measured by the number
of assignments with a specific quality, is equivalent to
the entropy of a physical system, and is measured by
the number of states with a specific energy.

t

EW = B + ke− A , 0 < B < Cτ, 0 < k

(1)

Here, A represents the convergence rate and B the
convergence point.
•

From the First Law of Thermodynamics, we also have
the expected equilibrium energy for a dynamicallychanging system under some solution protocol:
E0 =
III.

CB
ACτ + rate
C
A + rate

(2)

D ISTRIBUTED S TOCHASTIC A LGORITHM

A. Algorithm Summary
The Distributed Stochastic Algorithm, given in Fig.1, is
an extremely simple algorithm. At each time step, each DSA
agent will, with some probability p, change its variable’s value
if there is a local constraint improvement it can make by doing
so. Despite its simplicity, DSA maintains a decent performance
for most parameter values in a wide variety of settings.
procedure main
while (not terminated) do
update agent view with incoming
ok? (xj , dj ) messages;
new value ← choose value;
if new value 6= di do
di ← new value;
send ((ok?, (xi , di )) to all xj ∈ neighbors;
end if;
end do;
end main;
procedure choose value
if di has no conflicts do
return di ;
v ← the value with the least conflict (v 6= di );
if v has fewer conflicts than di
and random < p do
return v;
else
return di ;
end choose value;

Fig. 1: The procedures of the DSA algorithm.
A further optimization of DSA, DSA-B, was later proposed
in [8]; it adjusts the algorithm so that, with probability p,
agents will change their value if either they detect an improvement, or, when there are no local improvements to be made,
they can make a lateral change that does not affect local utility,
but may dislodge the overall system from local minimum. In
context of this variation, the basic version of the algorithm is

referred to as DSA-A. We found that both variations are useful
in different situations, so both are addressed in this work.
Because it’s possible for every agent to change its value
in a single time step, the protocol does not explicitly limit
its convergence rate. Instead, agents often ”collide” with
one another, both changing values at once and violating
the constraints between them inadvertently; this bounds the
algorithm’s convergence rate in a problem-specific way. It
is generally understood that choosing a value for p that is
either too high or too low will cause slow convergence on
solutions, from agents either colliding too often, or changing
too infrequently; this intuitive understanding is borne out in
our results. Careful tuning of the parameter p produces strong
performance for the algorithm overall.
B. Compared Performance Under Static Instances
We began our study by running batches of tests for both
DSA-A and DSA-B, and generating average algorithm performance profiles for static problems of various densities and
tightnesses, and for varying settings of the DSA parameter p.
We ran 100 trials for each problem configuration and parameter
setting, and tested with N = 200 variables, tightness τ = 0.33,
and densities ρ = 0.0201, ρ = 0.02311, and ρ = 0.02714
(for C ≈ 400, C ≈ 460, and C ≈ 540, respectively). These
configurations were chosen as representative because they are
known to lie along a phase transition for CSP’s, so that
problem solvability decreases sharply as ρ increases, providing
a nice spread of problem difficulties. We averaged the trials
to generate average performance profiles for each algorithm
configuration.
In our initial results (see Fig.2a), we saw that the best value
of p was 0.7 for each case tested. Additionally, we saw that
DSA-B typically performed substantially better than DSA-A
in these static tests; as such, we focus more closely on DSA-B
initially, and return to DSA-A later on.
Following these results, we performed additional tests for
more values of p for DSA-B, to get a better sense of which
values were preferable. In our results (Fig.2b), we saw in
general that as density increased, the best value of p typically
tended to decrease, with p = 0.8 being best for ρ = 0.0201,
p = 0.7 for ρ = 0.02311, and both p = 0.6 and p = 0.8 being
good choices for ρ = 0.02714.
IV.

DYNAMIC A NALYSIS OF DSA-B

The studies preceding this work ([4] and [5]) outlined
how static problem testing could be leveraged to produce
expressions that characterize the performance of an algorithm
for a particular parameter setting and a particular problem
degree and tightness. By fitting average performance profiles
to Equation 1 (Section II), we were able to produce A
and B values for convergence rate and convergence point,
respectively, for a variety of different DSA parameter settings
and a few different problem types. The resulting values are
as seen in tables I and II. Because these function fits were so
close to the original average performance profiles, we don’t
show them here; however, we do make use of the fit functions
in the diagrams that follow.

Using these fits that we developed, we performed a deeper
analysis to generate predictions about which value of p might
lead to the best performance in dynamic problem settings.
p Value
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

0.201
A
5.64493
4.82602
4.70411
4.63083
5.58809
6.75242
11.707

B
11.3554
11.3594
11.0185
10.9349
10.6138
10.494
12.3503

Density
0.02311
A
6.129
5.42675
5.1361
5.43497
6.34999
8.21914
17.0136

B
17.8657
16.7761
16.5024
16.3143
16.0021
16.2062
17.4107

0.02714
A
B
6.1497
27.2328
5.64376
26.4277
5.31479
26.4517
5.91526
25.5273
6.94188
25.6017
9.29047
25.5104
21.4925
28.3515

TABLE I: Measured convergence rate and point for DSA-B.
We can see the values visualized in Fig.3. In Fig.3a, you
can see the convergence rate A visualized for each value of p.
Note that lower values of A correspond to faster convergence;
as such, convergence rate initially increases with p until about
p = 0.5 or p = 0.6, where it begins to decrease again. As p
approaches 0.9 in each case, convergence rate begins to slow
dramatically. Additionally, we see that the lowest (i.e., fastest)
values of A tend to occur for lesser p values as ρ increases.
At ρ = 0.0201, p = 0.6 has the lowest A at A = 4.63093,
while for the other two p = 0.5 has the lowest A values, at
A = 5.1361 and A = 5.31479, respectively.
In Fig.3b, we have also visualized the convergence rates
B, offset from the lowest encountered values, and we see a
similar pattern. Lower B values correspond directly to fewer
unsatisfied constraints on average for static problem instances,
and we typically see that the lowest B values occur for p
between p = 0.6 and p = 0.8. As density increases, it can also
be noted that the lowest convergence point tends to occur for
progressively lower values of p within this range; this matches
our more qualitative assessment from the average performance
profiles in Fig.2.
Given this information, we made use of the equation for
dynamic problem equilibrium (Equation 2 in Section II) to
estimate algorithm performance for dynamic problems of arbitrary rate. For each density-tightness pair tested, we produced
predictions on how each protocol parameterization would
perform under different rates. Fig.4 shows the plot of predicted
equilibrium energy for each tested value of p, as rate increases,
for the densities and tightness described earlier. Fig.5 shows
the same data, but with only the lowest-valued (fastest) curves
represented. Marked on these graphs are the cutoff points at
which one parameterization of DSA is expected to outpace
the previous best option. For ρ = 0.0201, these occur at
rate = 0.34067 and rate = 1.12269, while for ρ = 0.02311
they occur at rate = 1.17454 and rate = 2.19226, and for
ρ = 0.02714 the single cutoff point occurs at rate = 5.79019.
What we see predicted is that at lower rates, relatively
higher values of p tend to produce the best predicted equilibrium solution qualities, but that as environmental rate increases, the indicated best value of p tends to decrease. This
makes sense in context of Fig.3a, since we expect that as
environmental rate increases, we need to choose a parameter
value associated with a faster convergence rate rather than a
better static convergence point.
However, it’s also noteworthy that after a certain point,

(a) DSA-A and DSA-B average performance

(b) A closer look at DSA-B performance versus parameter setting

Fig. 2: DSA performance profiles, under a representative setting of ρ = 0.02311.

Fig. 3: A and B versus p for the tested problem densities.

(a) Density = 0.0201

(b) Density = 0.02311

(c) Density = 0.02714

Fig. 4: Predicted equilibrium points for DSA-B versus the rate of environmental change for each parameter setting.

(a) Density = 0.0201

(b) Density = 0.02311

(c) Density = 0.02714

Fig. 5: Predicted equilibrium points for DSA-B versus the rate of environmental change for the best tested parameter settings.

the predicted best value of p never changes; this makes sense,
since we would expect the value with the highest convergence
rate to be the best choice for any environmental change rate
above a certain threshold. As such, the best value of p shown
at the right-hand edge of each graph in Fig.5 is the value
indicated to be best for any higher rate value in the prediction.
It’s also worth noting that the relatively slow convergence rate
associated with p = 0.9 in each case in Fig.3a is reflected in

the much poorer equilibrium system energy seen in Fig.4 as
energy increases.

We made use of this information in Section VI-A to make
DSA choose its own parameter value based on environmental
measurements.

V.

DYNAMIC E VALUATION OF DSA-B

With these predictions in hand, we set out to examine
their suitability for use in tuning algorithms for good performance. We approached this by developing a self-tuning version
of DSA, which, given information about the environment’s
density, tightness, and rate, chooses the value for p which is
predicted to produce the best performance according to the
cutoff points from the equilibrium data, seen in Fig.5. To
evaluate the performance of this adaptive DSA, we performed
testing on both static and dynamic problems (i.e., with constantly added/removed constraints according to a fixed rate).
The rate values chosen for the dynamic tests were such that the
algorithm would need to make different choices for p. We also
tested several different versions of regular DSA-B on dynamic
problems for reference.

the best choice, with performance decaying on either side of
this value. However, it’s also true that in our results, the cutoff
points from p = 0.7 to p = 0.6 and from p = 0.6 to p = 0.5,
previously predicted at rate = 1.17454 and rate = 2.19226,
actually both occur between rate = 0.0 and rate = 1.0—
a simple intersection of the lines between these points gives
estimates of the empirical cutoff values of rate = 0.303519
and rate = 0.599235. These new cutoff points are pictured in
Fig.8, to be compared against those in Fig.6b.

In our case, it’s also important to note that we only tested
the algorithm in situations where the density and tightness of
the problem exactly matched a configuration previously tested
in a static setting— we did not deal with situations where one
might need to interpolate between known p values to improve
performance here; we leave this for future work in expanding
the applicability of this method.

Fig. 8: Dynamic tests of DSA-B, with empirical cutoff points.

We started by ensuring that the adaptive algorithm performed well in the static case. It proved to have very decent
performance in most cases, and when fit to the same equation
as before, it was revealed to have a convergence rate and point
that are quite good in comparison to most parameterizations
of DSA-B. These results are pictured together in Fig.6.

Using this information, we ran tests with the adaptive
DSA algorithm using the empirical cutoff points (and all
other problem parameters held the same), to determine the
performance for an accurate (in this context) version of the
adaptive DSA algorithm. The results are pictured in Fig.9.

Next, we performed dynamic testing of the adaptive algorithm, in a reasonably representative case with ρ = 0.02311,
τ = 0.33, and rate = 0.0, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0. We also
tested DSA-B configurations with p at 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and
0.8. The results are pictured in Fig.7. We saw that adaptive
DSA typically performed quite well, outperforming DSA for
most parameter values, although it turned out that there was
also some amount of error involved in acting based on the
predictions.

Fig. 9: Dynamic tests of DSA-B, with adaptive DSA tuned
both from predicted and empirical values.

Fig. 7: Dynamic tests of DSA-B, with adaptive version.
To understand this error, we first took a close look at the
results from the parameterized DSA-B versions in the same
graph. First, it should be observed that the general structure
of the graph matches well qualitatively with our predicted
equilibrium points in Fig.6b—high values of p performed
much better when rate was 0, but by rate = 3.0, p = 0.5 was

Since the range of constraints violated at each of these
equilibrium points is fairly low, we made use of a simple
Student’s t-test to evaluate the significance of our results here,
taking the average energy level for the latter half of each test as
an observation of the equilibrium point. While for rate ≤ 1.0
the differences were not generally significant (i.e., t-tests with
α ≤ 0.3 were negative), we found that at higher rate values,
either version of adaptive DSA improved significantly over
static DSA at p = 0.4, 0.7, and 0.8. However, though a
trend of improvement seems apparent, the differences between
predictive and empirical adaptive DSA were not significant
without substantially more testing.
In general, it turns out that no more than one constraint’s
worth of mean energy difference ever occurred from using

(a) DSA-B performance profiles

(b) DSA-B convergence rates

(c) DSA-B convergence points

Fig. 6: Experimental performance profiles for DSA-B and ρ = 0.02311, with derived convergence rates and points for each
parameter setting tested.

predicted versus empirical crossover values. Even if this is
considered significant error, it is not especially bad, especially
when either adaptive method is compared with non-adaptive
DSA at high values of p (i.e., above 0.7), which trails behind
other parameterizations much more significantly as rate increases. That the predictive-adaptive DSA remains consistently
competitive with the empirical version makes intuitive sense—
even when some error is introduced into the selection process
of p, the algorithm is still restricted to choosing at least a
reasonable value for p. Since very poor values of p are typically
never considered the best choice for any rate value, they will
not be included in the adaptive algorithm’s range of options
to begin with. This is a nice property, since it means that
an adaptive version of DSA like this is reasonably robust to
predictive error.

same way, then send each of their neighbors their information
any time that information changes, making use of an average
of the incoming estimates (combined with their own) for decision making. Finally, global knowledge agents have advance
knowledge of global environmental characteristics, so that no
estimation is required.

Note also that these are not particularly favorable circumstances for this process to be performed; the fact that all cutoff
points for this problem configuration occur close to zero likely
involves more predictive error than would occur at a larger
scale. In most scenarios, the cutoff points will occur at a larger
scale and thus be less susceptible to minor incremental errors.

A consequence of this measurement scheme is that agents
without global knowledge have relatively poor estimations
of their environment during the beginning of the problem
solution, when they have fewer data points from which to
average. Additionally, the estimations of tightness and rate
improve according to the rate, so that for very low rates, an
agent’s understanding of its environment improves only very
gradually. This naturally means that these agents will incur
some penalty from the possibility of choosing poor p values
early on, during the critical period before convergence, though
this should be less severe for the sharing agents, which incur
less of a penalty than the isolated agents since they have more
information earlier. At the same time, the sharing agents will
also incur a heavy communication cost compared with regular
DSA, since each agent must send messages to its neighbors at
each step.

From this we concluded that using this predictive method
of choosing parameter values for p is a useful technique in
situations where we have the opportunity to run static testing
at the problem density and tightness but do not know the rate
of the problem in advance. Eliminating the variable of rate
from our decision-making process is an extremely significant
simplification when dealing with dynamic problems in the
field.
VI.

I MPACT OF E NVIRONMENTAL K NOWLEDGE ON
P ERFORMANCE

To finish out our work here, we also wished to consider a
second factor in determining the usefulness of this technique—
in situations where the density, tightness, and rate of the
problem are initially unknown, how adversely will the performance of the algorithm be affected? The tests performed so
far have been with agents that are omniscient with respect to
the environment, but this is not always realistic for real-world
situations.
In approaching this question, we developed multiple methods of real-time environmental estimation that agents could use
to make their best-guess about environmental characteristics.
Isolated agents make estimates based only on their local view
of the problem, while sharing agents make estimates in the

To make its estimates, each agent generates averages based
on the data it has access to at each time step. Accordingly, it
estimates density as the average number of local constraints it
maintains for each time step during execution, tightness as the
average tightness of each new local constraint encountered, and
rate as half the number of local constraint changes over time
(since rate is, in our model, measured in terms of constraint
replacements).

Initial tests of these different versions were performed
with ρ = 0.02311, τ = 0.33, and rate = 5.0 or 10.0, but
extensive testing, using the same t-test as before, did not show
a significant difference between the sharing agents and the
global-knowledge agents, and only a small difference between
them and the poorer-performing isolated agents (see Fig.10).
Accordingly, we revised our experimentation strategy to get a
clearer picture of the differences between these.
We made two main changes. First, we observed that the
possible performance difference in choosing a ”wrong” value
of p is relatively small, as observed earlier. To make the
differences between the knowledge strategies more obvious,
we need a situation in which poor judgments have greater
consequences. To this end, we reintroduced the use of DSA-A
as a possible option for adaptive agents, so that they could

with p = 0.9 tended to dominate the predictions for all but
extremely high rates (above 124.065), but when compared to
the results for DSA-B (see Fig.13), a much sharper contrast
arose, which provided the kind of performance difference we
had hoped for. We found that the cutoff point between the two
predicted best values for p lay at rate = 11.0406, as visualized
in Fig.12.

Fig. 10: Performance profiles of adaptive DSA agents, with
varied knowledge strategies.

decide whether or not lateral movements should be made,
depending on the environment. We had previously observed
that DSA-A performed much worse than DSA-B for static
situations; however, performing fits of our data to the cooling
equation revealed that DSA-A also typically has much faster
convergence rates than DSA-B, so that after environment rate
increases by a certain amount, it actually overtakes DSA-B in
terms of its equilibrium point.

Fig. 11: Predicted equilibrium values for DSA-A versus DSAB.

Second, to increase the odds of an agent misjudging
the environment, we also decided to make the environment
imbalanced, so that some agents would experience higher rates
of constraint change, and others lower rates, while the average
environmental rate of change remained the same as before. In
particular, we divided agents into two equal-sized groups with
differing rates of change.
This introduces an additional wrinkle, since a globalknowledge agent will have advance knowledge of the average
environment rate, but not of its own particular environment
rate. Because of this added distinction, we also compared
global-knowledge agents with omniscient agents (which are
aware of their particular rate value) in our final tests.

Fig. 12: Predicted equilibrium values for best parameterizations of DSA-A and DSA-B.

A. Dynamic Analysis of DSA-A
To execute these tests, we first performed more extensive
testing on different settings for DSA-A. The results of the fits
of these tests are represented in table II. We did not perform as
extensive a set of tests for these as for DSA-B, since we had
particular test parameters in mind. Additionally, since initial
tests showed that high values for p were typically preferable
for DSA-A, we focused on those values.
p Value
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

0.201
A
2.47261
N/A
1.51633
N/A
1.14365
N/A
N/A

B
24.8537
N/A
24.8898
N/A
22.9889
N/A
N/A

Density
0.02311
A
2.69831
N/A
1.57801
1.35606
1.20456
1.16655
1.21538

B
32.9564
N/A
32.1476
31.9287
30.8941
29.0657
27.8363

0.02714
A
B
2.73583
45.7392
N/A
N/A
1.60283
42.1691
N/A
N/A
1.27697
42.1691
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

TABLE II: Measured convergence rate and point for DSA-A.
Leveraging these values, we produced an equilibrium point
analysis for DSA-A in the same manner as before. The tests

B. Environmental Knowledge Tests
Given this information, we performed testing with each of
the aforementioned algorithm variations, as before with N =
200 agents, a tightness of τ = 0.33, and a density of ρ =
0.02311. We used an average environment rate of 10.0, but in
the imbalanced environment, 100 agents actually experienced
a rate of 5.0, while the other 100 experienced a rate of 15.0.
These values were chosen such that if an agent chooses the
wrong version of DSA, it will suffer a much harsher penalty
than it would otherwise.
The results of our testing are pictured in Fig.13. What we
saw was that both the global and shared agents are able to
make gains over the isolated agents’ approach, due to their
individual advantages, while both fall significantly short of the
performance achieved by the omniscient agents. This indicates
that the disadvantages of each approach (i.e., shared agents
don’t have global knowledge, but global agents don’t have
local knowledge) are reasonably comparable, while, importantly, the isolated agents are still able to perform reasonably

exhibited strong robustness to predictive error. Environmental
estimation techniques also proved to allow the algorithm to
perform reasonably well, even without advance information,
though there were tradeoffs inherent to each. From these
results, we argue that these prediction techniques can be
extremely useful when dealing with dynamic problems; since
they also represent a novel foray into the application of largely
unexplored theory, they also raise significant questions, and
provide room for further innovation in this area.

Fig. 13: Performance profiles of adjusted adaptive DSA agents
in an imbalanced environment.

well despite only using local measures. These differences are
supported by further t-testing.
It is also worth noting that each of these versions
of the adaptive algorithm have comparable computational
complexity— each required approximately the same number of
constraint checks, at around 34 checks per time step. However,
the sharing agents had an order of magnitude more messages
sent at each time step than every other version (see Fig.14),
since each agent messages all neighbors at every step. This is
primarily the fault of the naı̈ve implementation of information
sharing implemented here, but loosening the communication
standards would also lead to deterioration of the agents’ performance. This tradeoff allows for the possibility of ameliorating
this strong communication cost, but we leave this for future
work.

Future work on this topic will entail investigation of
possible ways to predict the A and B values of DSA without
experimental testing, as well as whether it might be fruitful to
switch between entire algorithms (rather than just parameters
for a single algorithm) in response to environmental input.
Additionally, we will look at expanding our understanding
of those dimensions of this work which were not yet fully
developed.
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